




















“So come on, let’s leave the preschool finger-

painting exercises on Christ and get on with 

the grand work of art. Grow up in Christ.”

Hebrews 6:1



“Since, then, we do not have the excuse of 

ignorance, everything—and I do mean 

everything—connected with that old way 

of life has to go. It’s rotten through and 

through. Get rid of it!”

Ephesians 4:22–24 (MSG)



“And then take on an entirely new way of life—a 

God-fashioned life, a life renewed from the inside 

and working itself into your conduct as God 

accurately reproduces His character in you.”

Ephesians 4:22-24 (MSG)



The devil said to him, “If you are the Son of God, 

tell this stone to become bread.”

Luke 4:3

I Am What I Do (Performance)





“The devil led him up to a high place and showed 

him in an instant all the kingdoms of the world. 

And he said to him, “I will give you all their 

authority and splendor; it has been given to 

me, and I can give it to anyone I want to.”

Luke 4:5–6

I Am What I Have (Possessions)



“The devil led him to Jerusalem and had him 

stand on the highest point of the temple. 

‘If you are the Son of God,’ he said, ‘throw 

yourself down from here.’”

Luke 4:9

I Am What Others Think (Popularity)



• look for others to take care of them

• have great difficulty entering into the world of others

• are driven by need for instant gratification

• use others as objects to meet their needs

EMOTIONAL INFANTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• are content and happy as long as they receive 

what they want

• unravel quickly from stress, disappointments, trials

• interpret disagreements as personal offenses

EMOTIONAL CHILDREN

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• are easily hurt

• complain, withdraw, manipulate, take revenge, 

become sarcastic when they don’t get their way

• have great difficulty calmly discussing their needs 

and wants in a mature, loving way

EMOTIONAL CHILDREN

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• tend to often be defensive

• are threatened and alarmed by criticism
• keep score of what they give so they can ask for 

something later in return
• deal with conflict poorly, often blaming, appeasing, going to a 

third party, pouting, or ignoring the issue entirely

EMOTIONAL ADOLESCENTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• become preoccupied with themselves

• have great difficulty truly listening to another 

person’s pain, disappointments, or needs

• are critical and judgmental

EMOTIONAL ADOLESCENTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• are able to ask for what they need, want, or prefer —

clearly, directly, honestly
• recognize, manage, and take responsibility for their own 

thoughts and feelings
• can, when under stress, state their own beliefs and values 

without becoming adversarial

EMOTIONAL ADULTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• respect others without having to change them

• give people room to make mistakes and not be perfect
• appreciate people for who they are— the good, bad, and ugly—

not for what they give back
• accurately assess their own limits, strengths, and weaknesses 

and are able to freely discuss them with others

EMOTIONAL ADULTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero



• are deeply in tune with their own emotional world and able to 

enter into the feelings, needs, and concerns of others without 

losing themselves

• have the capacity to resolve conflict maturely and negotiate 
solutions that consider the perspectives of others

EMOTIONAL ADULTS

From the book Emotionally Healthy Spiritually, Pete Scazzero





Growing up means we care more about reality 

than pretense. Growing up means we care more 

about who we are becoming than how we appear. 

Growing up means we are more concerned about 

what God thinks than what other people think.  

#adulting



“You are my Son, chosen and 

marked by my love, pride of my life.”

Luke 3:22 




